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• This talk: focusing on low energy, trans-relativistic 
positrons evidenced by annihilation radiation from 
the Inner Galaxy 

• ~5 x 1043 e+/s annihilate in the Galaxy (Siegert et 
al. 2016) 

…where do they come from?
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Positron Annihilation Observations

Diffuse, Galactic positron annihilation signal detected for more 
than 40 years, first with balloon-borne, and more recently satellite 
(COMPTEL, INTEGRAL) experiments



Positron Annihilation 
Observations

• Depending on ISM conditions, positrons annihilate 
in flight or form a positronium atom and then 
annihilate



• Formation of Positronium Atom (Ps):
Æ Triplet state (S=1): parallel spins

“Ortho-Positronium” o-Ps 
Lifetime: τ=1.4×10-7 s
3γ: continuous spectrum

Æ Singlet state (S=0) antiparallel spins
“Para-Positronium” p-Ps
Lifetime: τ=1.3×10-10 s
2γ: monoenergetic gamma-ray line (511 keV)

• Annihilation in Flight (AiF):
Æ Direct annihilation with Ekin(e±) ≥ 0:

Ekin(e+) = Ekin(e-) ≈ 0: 511 keV line
Ekin(e+) ≠/= Ekin(e-) > 0: continuous spectrum

• Occurences depend on (statistics and) ISM characteristics
Æ “Positronium fraction” fPs

• e- free or from atoms/molecules in the ISM
Æ Charge exchange with H, He, D, H2, … (spectral details)
• e+ from … where?

Para-Positronium

Ortho-Positronium

Positron Annihilation: e+ + e- = at least 2 γs
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• Continuum gamma-rays below 511 keV and 511 
keV line widths inform us that most (~100%) of 
positrons annihilate through the formation of 
positronium 

•  Positron annihilation is tracing the moderately 
warm and partly ionised interstellar gas:  
T ≈ 8000 K, nH ≈ 0.1-0.3, xion ≈ 0.05-0.2 (Siegert et 
al. 2016)

Positron Annihilation 
Observations



• Central mystery: very large positron luminosity ratio 
bulge:disk…not seen at any other wavelength 

• Historically: bulge/disk positron luminosity:  

B/D ~ 1.4  

≫ Star Formation Rate[bulge]/SFR[disk] ~ 0.1 

> Mass[bulge]/Mass[disk] ≃ 0.4

Positron Annihilation 
Observations



• Large B/D prompted theories of “special source” in the inner 
Galaxy: 

• Super-Massive Black Hole?  

• need process to transport positrons from nucleus out to 
scale of bulge; diffusion does not work (Martin et al. 2012) 

• Dark Matter (Boehm et al. 2004)? 

• difficult given positron injection energy constraint from 
continuum gamma-rays (Aharonian & Atoyan 1983; Becom, 
Bell & Bertone 2005; Beacom & Yuksel 2006): Te+ ≲ 3 MeV 

• same constraint tends to rule out compact sources like 
pulsars 

• on the other hand, perfectly consistent with e+ from 𝛽+ decay 
of radionuclides synthesised in stars and/or supernovae…
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• much more low surface brightness emission from disk 
detected 

• B/D ~ 1.4 ⟶ B/D ≃ 0.4 

• newly reduced B/D makes idea for “special” positron 
source in the GC/bulge less compelling 

• but now comes the difficult part: how to explain the 
“extra” disk positrons? 

• B/D ≃ 0.4 ≃ Mass[bulge]/Mass[disk]  

…means that positron source connected to OLD STARS 
could work

New observational situation following 
publication of Siegert et al. 2016:
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Positron Annihilation Sky

• Disk size: 140+25 deg FWHM longitude; 25+6 deg FWHM latitude

Slice through b=0

Slice through l=0

Galactic Centre Source        ≈ 5σ
Narrow Bulge                   
Broad Bulge
Disk                                         ≈ 12σ

Crab:      31σ
Cyg X-1: 11σ

≈ 56σ

• Disk size: 140-10 deg FWHM longitude; 25 -4 deg FWHM latitude
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New observational situation following 
publication of Siegert et al. 2016:



• Detection (>5σ) of separate positron source in 
nucleus 

• Poor angular resolution of INTEGRAL SPI (~3∘) 
means that we do not know whether this source 
is  

• truly the super-massive black hole or  

• the Nuclear Bulge/Central Molecular Zone 
region of ~300 pc width surrounding the SMBH

New observational situation following 
publication of Siegert et al. 2016:



• Note that a stellar positron source connected to 
OLD stars could explain entirety of gross, Galactic 
positron injection morphology because 

• B/D ≃ (0.42±0.09)  

≃ Mass[bulge]/Mass[disk] 

• NB/B ≃ (0.083±0.021)  

≃ Mass[nuclear bulge]/Mass[bulge] ≃ 0.09

New observational situation following 
publication of Siegert et al. 2016:
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…but exactly how old would stellar positron sources need to be?



More Quantitatively:  
Delay Time Distribution

Figure 2: Delay time distribution (DTD) curves for SNeIa and CO-WD He WD mergers (identi-

fied with SNe91bg) plotted as a function of time (increasing from the star formation event towards

the present); the DTD curves are arbitrarily normalized. The DTD returns the rate of events of

type X at epoch t (measured since the Big Bang) when convolved with the previous star forma-

tion history (SFH) of a region: R
X

[t] = ⌫
X

R
t

0 DTD[t � t0] SFH[t0] dt0, where ⌫
X

is the number

of events of type X that result from every solar mass of stars formed6. We adopt a DTD of the

form31: DTD[t] / (t/tp)↵

(t/tp)↵�s+1 , where t
p

is the characteristic ‘delay time’ For the SNIa DTD, we

set t
p

= 0.3 Gyr, s = �1.0, and ↵ = 4 following ref. 31. From fitting the BPS data on the CO-WD

He WD mergers (shown as the data points with error bars given by ±
p
N ) we find6, t

p

= 5.4+0.8
�0.6

Gyr, s = �1.6+0.4
�0.5, and ↵ = 3.7+1.2

�1.0 (1� errors). The vertical dashed lines are at 0.3 and 5.4 Gyr.
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Galactic Star Formation 
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FIG. 1: The star formation rates (SFRs) of the disk
and bulge adopted in this work and the resulting
SNIa and SN91bg rates plotted as function of lookback
time (measured backward from the present). The SFRs (solid
curves) are plotted in M� year�1; the SN rates (dotted
and dashed) are shown in century�1. The SFRs are con-
strained to integrate (once stellar mass loss is accounted for)
to the existing stellar masses of the various regions and to
match their stellar age distributions [6]. For stellar masses
we adopt [7]: a current total stellar mass of the Milky Way
of (5.2 ± 0.5) ⇥ 1010 M�, total mass in the bulge volume of
(1.6±0.2)⇥1010 M� and a stellar mass in the disc outside the
bulge volume of (3.7±0.5)⇥1010 M�. The star formation rate
in the bulge and disc both peaked 12-13 Gyr ago but, setting
aside the nuclear bulge, the bulge has experienced negligible
star formation since about 10 Gyr ago [36], whereas the disc
has continued to host star formation at a rate ⇠ 1 � 2M�
year�1 up until the present. Note that the disk SN91bg rate
is the only illustrated rate currently increasing with cosmic
time (the nuclear bulge SN91bg rate, not shown here, is also
currently increasing). The SN rates are calculated using the
formalism of delay time distributions (see caption to Fig. 2)
with t

p

= 0.3 Gyr and s = �1.0 for SNIa and t
p

= 5.4 Gyr
and s = �1.6 for SN91bg.

the distribution of annihilation radiation across the sky
broadly reflects the distribution of positron sources; and
ii) the current positron injection rate into the ISM is nu-
merically equal to the annihilation rate as inferred from
the annihilation radiation flux.

The positron injection energy constraint also dis-
favours many explanations for their origin involving dark
matter and others invoking compact positron sources
like pulsars (another compact source class, flaring mi-
croquasars, has recently been claimed [8] as capable of
sustaining the Galactic e

+ annihilation rate). However,
low injection energies are entirely compatible with a e

+

origin in �

+ decay of radionuclides synthesised in stars
and/or stellar explosions [4, 10]. Important, positron-
producing decay chains (with their markedly di↵erent
total lifetimes shown in parentheses) are: 56Ni !56Co
!56Fe (⇠ 80 days), 44Ti !44Sc !44Ca (⇠60 years), and
26Al !26Mg (⇠717,000 years). An elegant, global solu-
tion to the positron problem would explain the origin of
the disc and bulge positrons with the same type of stel-
lar positron source. Because the bulge has hosted very
little star formation over the last several Gyr, it is clear
that any such universal, stellar positron source must be
connected to very old stars.

FIG. 2: Delay time distribution (DTD) curves for SNe
Ia and CO-WD He WD mergers (identified with SNe 91bg)
plotted as a function of time (increasing from the star for-
mation event towards the present); the DTD curves are ar-
bitrarily normalized. The DTD returns the rate of events of
type X at epoch t (measured since the Big Bang) when con-
volved with the previous star formation history (SFH) of a
region: R

X

[t] = ⌫
X

R
t

0
DTD[t � t0] SFH[t0] dt0, where ⌫

X

is
the number of events of type X that result from every solar
mass of stars formed [6]. We adopt a DTD of the form [37]:

DTD[t] / (t/tp)
↵

(t/tp)↵�s+1
, where t

p

is the characteristic ‘delay

time’ For the SNIa DTD, we set t
p

= 0.3 Gyr, s = �1.0,
and ↵ = 4 following ref. [37]. From fitting the BPS data
on the CO-WD He WD mergers (shown as the data points
with error bars given by ±

p
N) we find [6], t

p

= 5.4+0.8
�0.6 Gyr,

s = �1.6+0.4
�0.5, and ↵ = 3.7+1.2

�1.0 (1� errors). The vertical
dashed lines are at 0.3 and 5.4 Gyr.

Knowing the star formation history (SFH) of the bulge
and the disk (Fig. 1), we may use the formalism of Delay
Time Distributions (DTDs; Fig. 2) to find the delay time
tp between star formation and the formation of a tran-
sient source that can reproduce the inferred [1] bulge to
disc positron luminosity ratio (B/D ' 2/3). We adopt
the parsimonious assumption [6] that the time-integrated
e�ciency for positron source production per unit mass
star formation is the same everywhere in the Galaxy.

Given that the latest analyses [1, 11] reveal a separate
Galactic centre positron source, we can use the nuclear
SFH to derive a separate constraint on the delay time
of a putative universal e+ source from the inferred nu-
cleus to bulge positron luminosity ratio (N/B ' 1/20).
The nuclear positron source, <⇠ 2.5� in size, encompasses
the ‘nuclear bulge’. This distinct stellar population sur-
rounding the Galaxy’s supermassive black hole out to
radii of 200-400 pc, experiences ongoing star formation
(e.g., ref. [7]) unlike the larger scale Galactic bulge.

The blue and green bands in Fig. 3 show modelled, cur-
rent B/D and N/B normalized to the observationally-
inferred positron injection ratios as a function of the
positron source delay time tp. Given that both bands
show agreement of model and observation for tp ⇠ 3� 6
Gyr, a single type of positron source, arising in stellar
objects with this characteristic age and older, can ex-
plain the gross distribution of positron annihilation in
the Galaxy.
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Ia and CO-WD He WD mergers (identified with SNe 91bg)
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, where t
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is the characteristic ‘delay

time’ For the SNIa DTD, we set t
p

= 0.3 Gyr, s = �1.0,
and ↵ = 4 following ref. [37]. From fitting the BPS data
on the CO-WD He WD mergers (shown as the data points
with error bars given by ±

p
N) we find [6], t

p

= 5.4+0.8
�0.6 Gyr,

s = �1.6+0.4
�0.5, and ↵ = 3.7+1.2

�1.0 (1� errors). The vertical
dashed lines are at 0.3 and 5.4 Gyr.

Knowing the star formation history (SFH) of the bulge
and the disk (Fig. 1), we may use the formalism of Delay
Time Distributions (DTDs; Fig. 2) to find the delay time
tp between star formation and the formation of a tran-
sient source that can reproduce the inferred [1] bulge to
disc positron luminosity ratio (B/D ' 2/3). We adopt
the parsimonious assumption [6] that the time-integrated
e�ciency for positron source production per unit mass
star formation is the same everywhere in the Galaxy.

Given that the latest analyses [1, 11] reveal a separate
Galactic centre positron source, we can use the nuclear
SFH to derive a separate constraint on the delay time
of a putative universal e+ source from the inferred nu-
cleus to bulge positron luminosity ratio (N/B ' 1/20).
The nuclear positron source, <⇠ 2.5� in size, encompasses
the ‘nuclear bulge’. This distinct stellar population sur-
rounding the Galaxy’s supermassive black hole out to
radii of 200-400 pc, experiences ongoing star formation
(e.g., ref. [7]) unlike the larger scale Galactic bulge.

The blue and green bands in Fig. 3 show modelled, cur-
rent B/D and N/B normalized to the observationally-
inferred positron injection ratios as a function of the
positron source delay time tp. Given that both bands
show agreement of model and observation for tp ⇠ 3� 6
Gyr, a single type of positron source, arising in stellar
objects with this characteristic age and older, can ex-
plain the gross distribution of positron annihilation in
the Galaxy.
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Knowing the star formation history (SFH) of the bulge
and the disk (Fig. 1), we may use the formalism of Delay
Time Distributions (DTDs; Fig. 2) to find the delay time
tp between star formation and the formation of a tran-
sient source that can reproduce the inferred [1] bulge to
disc positron luminosity ratio (B/D ' 2/3). We adopt
the parsimonious assumption [6] that the time-integrated
e�ciency for positron source production per unit mass
star formation is the same everywhere in the Galaxy.

Given that the latest analyses [1, 11] reveal a separate
Galactic centre positron source, we can use the nuclear
SFH to derive a separate constraint on the delay time
of a putative universal e+ source from the inferred nu-
cleus to bulge positron luminosity ratio (N/B ' 1/20).
The nuclear positron source, <⇠ 2.5� in size, encompasses
the ‘nuclear bulge’. This distinct stellar population sur-
rounding the Galaxy’s supermassive black hole out to
radii of 200-400 pc, experiences ongoing star formation
(e.g., ref. [7]) unlike the larger scale Galactic bulge.

The blue and green bands in Fig. 3 show modelled, cur-
rent B/D and N/B normalized to the observationally-
inferred positron injection ratios as a function of the
positron source delay time tp. Given that both bands
show agreement of model and observation for tp ⇠ 3� 6
Gyr, a single type of positron source, arising in stellar
objects with this characteristic age and older, can ex-
plain the gross distribution of positron annihilation in
the Galaxy.
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FIG. 1: The star formation rates (SFRs) of the disk
and bulge adopted in this work and the resulting
SNIa and SN91bg rates plotted as function of lookback
time (measured backward from the present). The SFRs (solid
curves) are plotted in M� year�1; the SN rates (dotted
and dashed) are shown in century�1. The SFRs are con-
strained to integrate (once stellar mass loss is accounted for)
to the existing stellar masses of the various regions and to
match their stellar age distributions [6]. For stellar masses
we adopt [7]: a current total stellar mass of the Milky Way
of (5.2 ± 0.5) ⇥ 1010 M�, total mass in the bulge volume of
(1.6±0.2)⇥1010 M� and a stellar mass in the disc outside the
bulge volume of (3.7±0.5)⇥1010 M�. The star formation rate
in the bulge and disc both peaked 12-13 Gyr ago but, setting
aside the nuclear bulge, the bulge has experienced negligible
star formation since about 10 Gyr ago [36], whereas the disc
has continued to host star formation at a rate ⇠ 1 � 2M�
year�1 up until the present. Note that the disk SN91bg rate
is the only illustrated rate currently increasing with cosmic
time (the nuclear bulge SN91bg rate, not shown here, is also
currently increasing). The SN rates are calculated using the
formalism of delay time distributions (see caption to Fig. 2)
with t

p

= 0.3 Gyr and s = �1.0 for SNIa and t
p

= 5.4 Gyr
and s = �1.6 for SN91bg.

the distribution of annihilation radiation across the sky
broadly reflects the distribution of positron sources; and
ii) the current positron injection rate into the ISM is nu-
merically equal to the annihilation rate as inferred from
the annihilation radiation flux.

The positron injection energy constraint also dis-
favours many explanations for their origin involving dark
matter and others invoking compact positron sources
like pulsars (another compact source class, flaring mi-
croquasars, has recently been claimed [8] as capable of
sustaining the Galactic e

+ annihilation rate). However,
low injection energies are entirely compatible with a e

+

origin in �

+ decay of radionuclides synthesised in stars
and/or stellar explosions [4, 10]. Important, positron-
producing decay chains (with their markedly di↵erent
total lifetimes shown in parentheses) are: 56Ni !56Co
!56Fe (⇠ 80 days), 44Ti !44Sc !44Ca (⇠60 years), and
26Al !26Mg (⇠717,000 years). An elegant, global solu-
tion to the positron problem would explain the origin of
the disc and bulge positrons with the same type of stel-
lar positron source. Because the bulge has hosted very
little star formation over the last several Gyr, it is clear
that any such universal, stellar positron source must be
connected to very old stars.

FIG. 2: Delay time distribution (DTD) curves for SNe
Ia and CO-WD He WD mergers (identified with SNe 91bg)
plotted as a function of time (increasing from the star for-
mation event towards the present); the DTD curves are ar-
bitrarily normalized. The DTD returns the rate of events of
type X at epoch t (measured since the Big Bang) when con-
volved with the previous star formation history (SFH) of a
region: R

X

[t] = ⌫
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0
DTD[t � t0] SFH[t0] dt0, where ⌫

X

is
the number of events of type X that result from every solar
mass of stars formed [6]. We adopt a DTD of the form [37]:

DTD[t] / (t/tp)
↵

(t/tp)↵�s+1
, where t

p

is the characteristic ‘delay

time’ For the SNIa DTD, we set t
p

= 0.3 Gyr, s = �1.0,
and ↵ = 4 following ref. [37]. From fitting the BPS data
on the CO-WD He WD mergers (shown as the data points
with error bars given by ±

p
N) we find [6], t

p

= 5.4+0.8
�0.6 Gyr,

s = �1.6+0.4
�0.5, and ↵ = 3.7+1.2

�1.0 (1� errors). The vertical
dashed lines are at 0.3 and 5.4 Gyr.

Knowing the star formation history (SFH) of the bulge
and the disk (Fig. 1), we may use the formalism of Delay
Time Distributions (DTDs; Fig. 2) to find the delay time
tp between star formation and the formation of a tran-
sient source that can reproduce the inferred [1] bulge to
disc positron luminosity ratio (B/D ' 2/3). We adopt
the parsimonious assumption [6] that the time-integrated
e�ciency for positron source production per unit mass
star formation is the same everywhere in the Galaxy.

Given that the latest analyses [1, 11] reveal a separate
Galactic centre positron source, we can use the nuclear
SFH to derive a separate constraint on the delay time
of a putative universal e+ source from the inferred nu-
cleus to bulge positron luminosity ratio (N/B ' 1/20).
The nuclear positron source, <⇠ 2.5� in size, encompasses
the ‘nuclear bulge’. This distinct stellar population sur-
rounding the Galaxy’s supermassive black hole out to
radii of 200-400 pc, experiences ongoing star formation
(e.g., ref. [7]) unlike the larger scale Galactic bulge.

The blue and green bands in Fig. 3 show modelled, cur-
rent B/D and N/B normalized to the observationally-
inferred positron injection ratios as a function of the
positron source delay time tp. Given that both bands
show agreement of model and observation for tp ⇠ 3� 6
Gyr, a single type of positron source, arising in stellar
objects with this characteristic age and older, can ex-
plain the gross distribution of positron annihilation in
the Galaxy.
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FIG. 1: The star formation rates (SFRs) of the disk
and bulge adopted in this work and the resulting
SNIa and SN91bg rates plotted as function of lookback
time (measured backward from the present). The SFRs (solid
curves) are plotted in M� year�1; the SN rates (dotted
and dashed) are shown in century�1. The SFRs are con-
strained to integrate (once stellar mass loss is accounted for)
to the existing stellar masses of the various regions and to
match their stellar age distributions [6]. For stellar masses
we adopt [7]: a current total stellar mass of the Milky Way
of (5.2 ± 0.5) ⇥ 1010 M�, total mass in the bulge volume of
(1.6±0.2)⇥1010 M� and a stellar mass in the disc outside the
bulge volume of (3.7±0.5)⇥1010 M�. The star formation rate
in the bulge and disc both peaked 12-13 Gyr ago but, setting
aside the nuclear bulge, the bulge has experienced negligible
star formation since about 10 Gyr ago [36], whereas the disc
has continued to host star formation at a rate ⇠ 1 � 2M�
year�1 up until the present. Note that the disk SN91bg rate
is the only illustrated rate currently increasing with cosmic
time (the nuclear bulge SN91bg rate, not shown here, is also
currently increasing). The SN rates are calculated using the
formalism of delay time distributions (see caption to Fig. 2)
with t
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Ia and CO-WD He WD mergers (identified with SNe 91bg)
plotted as a function of time (increasing from the star for-
mation event towards the present); the DTD curves are ar-
bitrarily normalized. The DTD returns the rate of events of
type X at epoch t (measured since the Big Bang) when con-
volved with the previous star formation history (SFH) of a
region: R

X

[t] = ⌫
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DTD[t � t0] SFH[t0] dt0, where ⌫
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is
the number of events of type X that result from every solar
mass of stars formed [6]. We adopt a DTD of the form [37]:

DTD[t] / (t/tp)
↵

(t/tp)↵�s+1
, where t
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is the characteristic ‘delay

time’ For the SNIa DTD, we set t
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= 0.3 Gyr, s = �1.0,
and ↵ = 4 following ref. [37]. From fitting the BPS data
on the CO-WD He WD mergers (shown as the data points
with error bars given by ±
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N) we find [6], t
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= 5.4+0.8
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Knowing the star formation history (SFH) of the bulge
and the disk (Fig. 1), we may use the formalism of Delay
Time Distributions (DTDs; Fig. 2) to find the delay time
tp between star formation and the formation of a tran-
sient source that can reproduce the inferred [1] bulge to
disc positron luminosity ratio (B/D ' 2/3). We adopt
the parsimonious assumption [6] that the time-integrated
e�ciency for positron source production per unit mass
star formation is the same everywhere in the Galaxy.

Given that the latest analyses [1, 11] reveal a separate
Galactic centre positron source, we can use the nuclear
SFH to derive a separate constraint on the delay time
of a putative universal e+ source from the inferred nu-
cleus to bulge positron luminosity ratio (N/B ' 1/20).
The nuclear positron source, <⇠ 2.5� in size, encompasses
the ‘nuclear bulge’. This distinct stellar population sur-
rounding the Galaxy’s supermassive black hole out to
radii of 200-400 pc, experiences ongoing star formation
(e.g., ref. [7]) unlike the larger scale Galactic bulge.

The blue and green bands in Fig. 3 show modelled, cur-
rent B/D and N/B normalized to the observationally-
inferred positron injection ratios as a function of the
positron source delay time tp. Given that both bands
show agreement of model and observation for tp ⇠ 3� 6
Gyr, a single type of positron source, arising in stellar
objects with this characteristic age and older, can ex-
plain the gross distribution of positron annihilation in
the Galaxy.
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FIG. 1: The star formation rates (SFRs) of the disk
and bulge adopted in this work and the resulting
SNIa and SN91bg rates plotted as function of lookback
time (measured backward from the present). The SFRs (solid
curves) are plotted in M� year�1; the SN rates (dotted
and dashed) are shown in century�1. The SFRs are con-
strained to integrate (once stellar mass loss is accounted for)
to the existing stellar masses of the various regions and to
match their stellar age distributions [6]. For stellar masses
we adopt [7]: a current total stellar mass of the Milky Way
of (5.2 ± 0.5) ⇥ 1010 M�, total mass in the bulge volume of
(1.6±0.2)⇥1010 M� and a stellar mass in the disc outside the
bulge volume of (3.7±0.5)⇥1010 M�. The star formation rate
in the bulge and disc both peaked 12-13 Gyr ago but, setting
aside the nuclear bulge, the bulge has experienced negligible
star formation since about 10 Gyr ago [36], whereas the disc
has continued to host star formation at a rate ⇠ 1 � 2M�
year�1 up until the present. Note that the disk SN91bg rate
is the only illustrated rate currently increasing with cosmic
time (the nuclear bulge SN91bg rate, not shown here, is also
currently increasing). The SN rates are calculated using the
formalism of delay time distributions (see caption to Fig. 2)
with t
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= 0.3 Gyr and s = �1.0 for SNIa and t
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= 5.4 Gyr
and s = �1.6 for SN91bg.
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Ia and CO-WD He WD mergers (identified with SNe 91bg)
plotted as a function of time (increasing from the star for-
mation event towards the present); the DTD curves are ar-
bitrarily normalized. The DTD returns the rate of events of
type X at epoch t (measured since the Big Bang) when con-
volved with the previous star formation history (SFH) of a
region: R
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is
the number of events of type X that result from every solar
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, where t
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is the characteristic ‘delay

time’ For the SNIa DTD, we set t
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and ↵ = 4 following ref. [37]. From fitting the BPS data
on the CO-WD He WD mergers (shown as the data points
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Knowing the star formation history (SFH) of the bulge
and the disk (Fig. 1), we may use the formalism of Delay
Time Distributions (DTDs; Fig. 2) to find the delay time
tp between star formation and the formation of a tran-
sient source that can reproduce the inferred [1] bulge to
disc positron luminosity ratio (B/D ' 2/3). We adopt
the parsimonious assumption [6] that the time-integrated
e�ciency for positron source production per unit mass
star formation is the same everywhere in the Galaxy.

Given that the latest analyses [1, 11] reveal a separate
Galactic centre positron source, we can use the nuclear
SFH to derive a separate constraint on the delay time
of a putative universal e+ source from the inferred nu-
cleus to bulge positron luminosity ratio (N/B ' 1/20).
The nuclear positron source, <⇠ 2.5� in size, encompasses
the ‘nuclear bulge’. This distinct stellar population sur-
rounding the Galaxy’s supermassive black hole out to
radii of 200-400 pc, experiences ongoing star formation
(e.g., ref. [7]) unlike the larger scale Galactic bulge.

The blue and green bands in Fig. 3 show modelled, cur-
rent B/D and N/B normalized to the observationally-
inferred positron injection ratios as a function of the
positron source delay time tp. Given that both bands
show agreement of model and observation for tp ⇠ 3� 6
Gyr, a single type of positron source, arising in stellar
objects with this characteristic age and older, can ex-
plain the gross distribution of positron annihilation in
the Galaxy.
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What else do we know?
• Positron injection energy constraint: perfectly consistent with 

e+ from 𝛽+ decay of radionuclides. 

• Astrophysically-relevant radionuclides: 26Al, 56Ni, 44Ti

• 26Al: associated 1.8 MeV 𝛾-ray line; line flux normalises 26Al 
positrons to ~10% of MW positron luminosity; wrong 
morphology 

• 56Ni: traditionally considered most favourable candidate as 
copiously produced in Type Ia supernovae BUT … 

• SNIa happen at too short a delay time to explain morphology
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Another problem for 56Ni 
positrons from SNIa 

• 56Ni ⟶ 56Co ⟶ 56Fe ~80 day decay time: positron 
trapping in SN ejecta 

• Late-time pseudo-bolometric light curves of SNIa 
indicate complete trapping: vast majority of 
positrons from SNIa 56Ni never reach the ISM



…Trapping not a problem 
for 44Ti:

• 44Ti ⟶ 44Sc ⟶ 44Ca ~70 YEAR decay time: 
supernova positrons can reach ISM 

• BUT also 𝛾-ray and X-ray line associated with this 
decay chain and measured total luminosity of 44Ti 
sky lines too small to account for Galactic positron 
injection rate 

• Moreover, daughter nucleus 44Ca measured in solar 
system material; inferred production rate too small 
to account for Galactic positron injection rate



Is 44Ti ruled out?
• NO! What is required to evade these problems is that: 

• 44Ti-producing events are more common today than in 
the period leading up to the formation of the solar 
system 4.55 Gyr ago; naturally occurs if the stellar 
sources of 44Ti have a ~6 Gyr delay time 

• the events are rare, separated by a typical  

twait > few x tdecay ~ 300 year 

(so we do not expect to see strong 44Ti lines in sky) 

• …but must produce large mass of 44Ti, ~0.03 M⦿
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FIG. 1: The star formation rates (SFRs) of the disk
and bulge adopted in this work and the resulting
SNIa and SN91bg rates plotted as function of lookback
time (measured backward from the present). The SFRs (solid
curves) are plotted in M� year�1; the SN rates (dotted
and dashed) are shown in century�1. The SFRs are con-
strained to integrate (once stellar mass loss is accounted for)
to the existing stellar masses of the various regions and to
match their stellar age distributions [6]. For stellar masses
we adopt [7]: a current total stellar mass of the Milky Way
of (5.2 ± 0.5) ⇥ 1010 M�, total mass in the bulge volume of
(1.6±0.2)⇥1010 M� and a stellar mass in the disc outside the
bulge volume of (3.7±0.5)⇥1010 M�. The star formation rate
in the bulge and disc both peaked 12-13 Gyr ago but, setting
aside the nuclear bulge, the bulge has experienced negligible
star formation since about 10 Gyr ago [36], whereas the disc
has continued to host star formation at a rate ⇠ 1 � 2M�
year�1 up until the present. Note that the disk SN91bg rate
is the only illustrated rate currently increasing with cosmic
time (the nuclear bulge SN91bg rate, not shown here, is also
currently increasing). The SN rates are calculated using the
formalism of delay time distributions (see caption to Fig. 2)
with t

p

= 0.3 Gyr and s = �1.0 for SNIa and t
p

= 5.4 Gyr
and s = �1.6 for SN91bg.

the distribution of annihilation radiation across the sky
broadly reflects the distribution of positron sources; and
ii) the current positron injection rate into the ISM is nu-
merically equal to the annihilation rate as inferred from
the annihilation radiation flux.

The positron injection energy constraint also dis-
favours many explanations for their origin involving dark
matter and others invoking compact positron sources
like pulsars (another compact source class, flaring mi-
croquasars, has recently been claimed [8] as capable of
sustaining the Galactic e

+ annihilation rate). However,
low injection energies are entirely compatible with a e

+

origin in �

+ decay of radionuclides synthesised in stars
and/or stellar explosions [4, 10]. Important, positron-
producing decay chains (with their markedly di↵erent
total lifetimes shown in parentheses) are: 56Ni !56Co
!56Fe (⇠ 80 days), 44Ti !44Sc !44Ca (⇠60 years), and
26Al !26Mg (⇠717,000 years). An elegant, global solu-
tion to the positron problem would explain the origin of
the disc and bulge positrons with the same type of stel-
lar positron source. Because the bulge has hosted very
little star formation over the last several Gyr, it is clear
that any such universal, stellar positron source must be
connected to very old stars.

FIG. 2: Delay time distribution (DTD) curves for SNe
Ia and CO-WD He WD mergers (identified with SNe 91bg)
plotted as a function of time (increasing from the star for-
mation event towards the present); the DTD curves are ar-
bitrarily normalized. The DTD returns the rate of events of
type X at epoch t (measured since the Big Bang) when con-
volved with the previous star formation history (SFH) of a
region: R

X

[t] = ⌫
X

R
t

0
DTD[t � t0] SFH[t0] dt0, where ⌫

X

is
the number of events of type X that result from every solar
mass of stars formed [6]. We adopt a DTD of the form [37]:

DTD[t] / (t/tp)
↵

(t/tp)↵�s+1
, where t

p

is the characteristic ‘delay

time’ For the SNIa DTD, we set t
p

= 0.3 Gyr, s = �1.0,
and ↵ = 4 following ref. [37]. From fitting the BPS data
on the CO-WD He WD mergers (shown as the data points
with error bars given by ±

p
N) we find [6], t

p

= 5.4+0.8
�0.6 Gyr,

s = �1.6+0.4
�0.5, and ↵ = 3.7+1.2

�1.0 (1� errors). The vertical
dashed lines are at 0.3 and 5.4 Gyr.

Knowing the star formation history (SFH) of the bulge
and the disk (Fig. 1), we may use the formalism of Delay
Time Distributions (DTDs; Fig. 2) to find the delay time
tp between star formation and the formation of a tran-
sient source that can reproduce the inferred [1] bulge to
disc positron luminosity ratio (B/D ' 2/3). We adopt
the parsimonious assumption [6] that the time-integrated
e�ciency for positron source production per unit mass
star formation is the same everywhere in the Galaxy.

Given that the latest analyses [1, 11] reveal a separate
Galactic centre positron source, we can use the nuclear
SFH to derive a separate constraint on the delay time
of a putative universal e+ source from the inferred nu-
cleus to bulge positron luminosity ratio (N/B ' 1/20).
The nuclear positron source, <⇠ 2.5� in size, encompasses
the ‘nuclear bulge’. This distinct stellar population sur-
rounding the Galaxy’s supermassive black hole out to
radii of 200-400 pc, experiences ongoing star formation
(e.g., ref. [7]) unlike the larger scale Galactic bulge.

The blue and green bands in Fig. 3 show modelled, cur-
rent B/D and N/B normalized to the observationally-
inferred positron injection ratios as a function of the
positron source delay time tp. Given that both bands
show agreement of model and observation for tp ⇠ 3� 6
Gyr, a single type of positron source, arising in stellar
objects with this characteristic age and older, can ex-
plain the gross distribution of positron annihilation in
the Galaxy.
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FIG. 1: The star formation rates (SFRs) of the disk
and bulge adopted in this work and the resulting
SNIa and SN91bg rates plotted as function of lookback
time (measured backward from the present). The SFRs (solid
curves) are plotted in M� year�1; the SN rates (dotted
and dashed) are shown in century�1. The SFRs are con-
strained to integrate (once stellar mass loss is accounted for)
to the existing stellar masses of the various regions and to
match their stellar age distributions [6]. For stellar masses
we adopt [7]: a current total stellar mass of the Milky Way
of (5.2 ± 0.5) ⇥ 1010 M�, total mass in the bulge volume of
(1.6±0.2)⇥1010 M� and a stellar mass in the disc outside the
bulge volume of (3.7±0.5)⇥1010 M�. The star formation rate
in the bulge and disc both peaked 12-13 Gyr ago but, setting
aside the nuclear bulge, the bulge has experienced negligible
star formation since about 10 Gyr ago [36], whereas the disc
has continued to host star formation at a rate ⇠ 1 � 2M�
year�1 up until the present. Note that the disk SN91bg rate
is the only illustrated rate currently increasing with cosmic
time (the nuclear bulge SN91bg rate, not shown here, is also
currently increasing). The SN rates are calculated using the
formalism of delay time distributions (see caption to Fig. 2)
with t

p

= 0.3 Gyr and s = �1.0 for SNIa and t
p

= 5.4 Gyr
and s = �1.6 for SN91bg.

the distribution of annihilation radiation across the sky
broadly reflects the distribution of positron sources; and
ii) the current positron injection rate into the ISM is nu-
merically equal to the annihilation rate as inferred from
the annihilation radiation flux.

The positron injection energy constraint also dis-
favours many explanations for their origin involving dark
matter and others invoking compact positron sources
like pulsars (another compact source class, flaring mi-
croquasars, has recently been claimed [8] as capable of
sustaining the Galactic e

+ annihilation rate). However,
low injection energies are entirely compatible with a e
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origin in �

+ decay of radionuclides synthesised in stars
and/or stellar explosions [4, 10]. Important, positron-
producing decay chains (with their markedly di↵erent
total lifetimes shown in parentheses) are: 56Ni !56Co
!56Fe (⇠ 80 days), 44Ti !44Sc !44Ca (⇠60 years), and
26Al !26Mg (⇠717,000 years). An elegant, global solu-
tion to the positron problem would explain the origin of
the disc and bulge positrons with the same type of stel-
lar positron source. Because the bulge has hosted very
little star formation over the last several Gyr, it is clear
that any such universal, stellar positron source must be
connected to very old stars.

FIG. 2: Delay time distribution (DTD) curves for SNe
Ia and CO-WD He WD mergers (identified with SNe 91bg)
plotted as a function of time (increasing from the star for-
mation event towards the present); the DTD curves are ar-
bitrarily normalized. The DTD returns the rate of events of
type X at epoch t (measured since the Big Bang) when con-
volved with the previous star formation history (SFH) of a
region: R

X

[t] = ⌫
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0
DTD[t � t0] SFH[t0] dt0, where ⌫

X

is
the number of events of type X that result from every solar
mass of stars formed [6]. We adopt a DTD of the form [37]:

DTD[t] / (t/tp)
↵

(t/tp)↵�s+1
, where t
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is the characteristic ‘delay

time’ For the SNIa DTD, we set t
p

= 0.3 Gyr, s = �1.0,
and ↵ = 4 following ref. [37]. From fitting the BPS data
on the CO-WD He WD mergers (shown as the data points
with error bars given by ±

p
N) we find [6], t

p

= 5.4+0.8
�0.6 Gyr,

s = �1.6+0.4
�0.5, and ↵ = 3.7+1.2

�1.0 (1� errors). The vertical
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Knowing the star formation history (SFH) of the bulge
and the disk (Fig. 1), we may use the formalism of Delay
Time Distributions (DTDs; Fig. 2) to find the delay time
tp between star formation and the formation of a tran-
sient source that can reproduce the inferred [1] bulge to
disc positron luminosity ratio (B/D ' 2/3). We adopt
the parsimonious assumption [6] that the time-integrated
e�ciency for positron source production per unit mass
star formation is the same everywhere in the Galaxy.

Given that the latest analyses [1, 11] reveal a separate
Galactic centre positron source, we can use the nuclear
SFH to derive a separate constraint on the delay time
of a putative universal e+ source from the inferred nu-
cleus to bulge positron luminosity ratio (N/B ' 1/20).
The nuclear positron source, <⇠ 2.5� in size, encompasses
the ‘nuclear bulge’. This distinct stellar population sur-
rounding the Galaxy’s supermassive black hole out to
radii of 200-400 pc, experiences ongoing star formation
(e.g., ref. [7]) unlike the larger scale Galactic bulge.

The blue and green bands in Fig. 3 show modelled, cur-
rent B/D and N/B normalized to the observationally-
inferred positron injection ratios as a function of the
positron source delay time tp. Given that both bands
show agreement of model and observation for tp ⇠ 3� 6
Gyr, a single type of positron source, arising in stellar
objects with this characteristic age and older, can ex-
plain the gross distribution of positron annihilation in
the Galaxy.
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FIG. 1: The star formation rates (SFRs) of the disk
and bulge adopted in this work and the resulting
SNIa and SN91bg rates plotted as function of lookback
time (measured backward from the present). The SFRs (solid
curves) are plotted in M� year�1; the SN rates (dotted
and dashed) are shown in century�1. The SFRs are con-
strained to integrate (once stellar mass loss is accounted for)
to the existing stellar masses of the various regions and to
match their stellar age distributions [6]. For stellar masses
we adopt [7]: a current total stellar mass of the Milky Way
of (5.2 ± 0.5) ⇥ 1010 M�, total mass in the bulge volume of
(1.6±0.2)⇥1010 M� and a stellar mass in the disc outside the
bulge volume of (3.7±0.5)⇥1010 M�. The star formation rate
in the bulge and disc both peaked 12-13 Gyr ago but, setting
aside the nuclear bulge, the bulge has experienced negligible
star formation since about 10 Gyr ago [36], whereas the disc
has continued to host star formation at a rate ⇠ 1 � 2M�
year�1 up until the present. Note that the disk SN91bg rate
is the only illustrated rate currently increasing with cosmic
time (the nuclear bulge SN91bg rate, not shown here, is also
currently increasing). The SN rates are calculated using the
formalism of delay time distributions (see caption to Fig. 2)
with t

p

= 0.3 Gyr and s = �1.0 for SNIa and t
p

= 5.4 Gyr
and s = �1.6 for SN91bg.

the distribution of annihilation radiation across the sky
broadly reflects the distribution of positron sources; and
ii) the current positron injection rate into the ISM is nu-
merically equal to the annihilation rate as inferred from
the annihilation radiation flux.

The positron injection energy constraint also dis-
favours many explanations for their origin involving dark
matter and others invoking compact positron sources
like pulsars (another compact source class, flaring mi-
croquasars, has recently been claimed [8] as capable of
sustaining the Galactic e

+ annihilation rate). However,
low injection energies are entirely compatible with a e

+

origin in �

+ decay of radionuclides synthesised in stars
and/or stellar explosions [4, 10]. Important, positron-
producing decay chains (with their markedly di↵erent
total lifetimes shown in parentheses) are: 56Ni !56Co
!56Fe (⇠ 80 days), 44Ti !44Sc !44Ca (⇠60 years), and
26Al !26Mg (⇠717,000 years). An elegant, global solu-
tion to the positron problem would explain the origin of
the disc and bulge positrons with the same type of stel-
lar positron source. Because the bulge has hosted very
little star formation over the last several Gyr, it is clear
that any such universal, stellar positron source must be
connected to very old stars.

FIG. 2: Delay time distribution (DTD) curves for SNe
Ia and CO-WD He WD mergers (identified with SNe 91bg)
plotted as a function of time (increasing from the star for-
mation event towards the present); the DTD curves are ar-
bitrarily normalized. The DTD returns the rate of events of
type X at epoch t (measured since the Big Bang) when con-
volved with the previous star formation history (SFH) of a
region: R

X

[t] = ⌫
X

R
t

0
DTD[t � t0] SFH[t0] dt0, where ⌫

X

is
the number of events of type X that result from every solar
mass of stars formed [6]. We adopt a DTD of the form [37]:

DTD[t] / (t/tp)
↵

(t/tp)↵�s+1
, where t

p

is the characteristic ‘delay

time’ For the SNIa DTD, we set t
p

= 0.3 Gyr, s = �1.0,
and ↵ = 4 following ref. [37]. From fitting the BPS data
on the CO-WD He WD mergers (shown as the data points
with error bars given by ±

p
N) we find [6], t

p

= 5.4+0.8
�0.6 Gyr,

s = �1.6+0.4
�0.5, and ↵ = 3.7+1.2

�1.0 (1� errors). The vertical
dashed lines are at 0.3 and 5.4 Gyr.

Knowing the star formation history (SFH) of the bulge
and the disk (Fig. 1), we may use the formalism of Delay
Time Distributions (DTDs; Fig. 2) to find the delay time
tp between star formation and the formation of a tran-
sient source that can reproduce the inferred [1] bulge to
disc positron luminosity ratio (B/D ' 2/3). We adopt
the parsimonious assumption [6] that the time-integrated
e�ciency for positron source production per unit mass
star formation is the same everywhere in the Galaxy.

Given that the latest analyses [1, 11] reveal a separate
Galactic centre positron source, we can use the nuclear
SFH to derive a separate constraint on the delay time
of a putative universal e+ source from the inferred nu-
cleus to bulge positron luminosity ratio (N/B ' 1/20).
The nuclear positron source, <⇠ 2.5� in size, encompasses
the ‘nuclear bulge’. This distinct stellar population sur-
rounding the Galaxy’s supermassive black hole out to
radii of 200-400 pc, experiences ongoing star formation
(e.g., ref. [7]) unlike the larger scale Galactic bulge.

The blue and green bands in Fig. 3 show modelled, cur-
rent B/D and N/B normalized to the observationally-
inferred positron injection ratios as a function of the
positron source delay time tp. Given that both bands
show agreement of model and observation for tp ⇠ 3� 6
Gyr, a single type of positron source, arising in stellar
objects with this characteristic age and older, can ex-
plain the gross distribution of positron annihilation in
the Galaxy.
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FIG. 1: The star formation rates (SFRs) of the disk
and bulge adopted in this work and the resulting
SNIa and SN91bg rates plotted as function of lookback
time (measured backward from the present). The SFRs (solid
curves) are plotted in M� year�1; the SN rates (dotted
and dashed) are shown in century�1. The SFRs are con-
strained to integrate (once stellar mass loss is accounted for)
to the existing stellar masses of the various regions and to
match their stellar age distributions [6]. For stellar masses
we adopt [7]: a current total stellar mass of the Milky Way
of (5.2 ± 0.5) ⇥ 1010 M�, total mass in the bulge volume of
(1.6±0.2)⇥1010 M� and a stellar mass in the disc outside the
bulge volume of (3.7±0.5)⇥1010 M�. The star formation rate
in the bulge and disc both peaked 12-13 Gyr ago but, setting
aside the nuclear bulge, the bulge has experienced negligible
star formation since about 10 Gyr ago [36], whereas the disc
has continued to host star formation at a rate ⇠ 1 � 2M�
year�1 up until the present. Note that the disk SN91bg rate
is the only illustrated rate currently increasing with cosmic
time (the nuclear bulge SN91bg rate, not shown here, is also
currently increasing). The SN rates are calculated using the
formalism of delay time distributions (see caption to Fig. 2)
with t

p

= 0.3 Gyr and s = �1.0 for SNIa and t
p

= 5.4 Gyr
and s = �1.6 for SN91bg.

the distribution of annihilation radiation across the sky
broadly reflects the distribution of positron sources; and
ii) the current positron injection rate into the ISM is nu-
merically equal to the annihilation rate as inferred from
the annihilation radiation flux.

The positron injection energy constraint also dis-
favours many explanations for their origin involving dark
matter and others invoking compact positron sources
like pulsars (another compact source class, flaring mi-
croquasars, has recently been claimed [8] as capable of
sustaining the Galactic e

+ annihilation rate). However,
low injection energies are entirely compatible with a e

+

origin in �

+ decay of radionuclides synthesised in stars
and/or stellar explosions [4, 10]. Important, positron-
producing decay chains (with their markedly di↵erent
total lifetimes shown in parentheses) are: 56Ni !56Co
!56Fe (⇠ 80 days), 44Ti !44Sc !44Ca (⇠60 years), and
26Al !26Mg (⇠717,000 years). An elegant, global solu-
tion to the positron problem would explain the origin of
the disc and bulge positrons with the same type of stel-
lar positron source. Because the bulge has hosted very
little star formation over the last several Gyr, it is clear
that any such universal, stellar positron source must be
connected to very old stars.

FIG. 2: Delay time distribution (DTD) curves for SNe
Ia and CO-WD He WD mergers (identified with SNe 91bg)
plotted as a function of time (increasing from the star for-
mation event towards the present); the DTD curves are ar-
bitrarily normalized. The DTD returns the rate of events of
type X at epoch t (measured since the Big Bang) when con-
volved with the previous star formation history (SFH) of a
region: R

X

[t] = ⌫
X

R
t

0
DTD[t � t0] SFH[t0] dt0, where ⌫

X

is
the number of events of type X that result from every solar
mass of stars formed [6]. We adopt a DTD of the form [37]:

DTD[t] / (t/tp)
↵

(t/tp)↵�s+1
, where t

p

is the characteristic ‘delay

time’ For the SNIa DTD, we set t
p

= 0.3 Gyr, s = �1.0,
and ↵ = 4 following ref. [37]. From fitting the BPS data
on the CO-WD He WD mergers (shown as the data points
with error bars given by ±

p
N) we find [6], t

p

= 5.4+0.8
�0.6 Gyr,

s = �1.6+0.4
�0.5, and ↵ = 3.7+1.2

�1.0 (1� errors). The vertical
dashed lines are at 0.3 and 5.4 Gyr.

Knowing the star formation history (SFH) of the bulge
and the disk (Fig. 1), we may use the formalism of Delay
Time Distributions (DTDs; Fig. 2) to find the delay time
tp between star formation and the formation of a tran-
sient source that can reproduce the inferred [1] bulge to
disc positron luminosity ratio (B/D ' 2/3). We adopt
the parsimonious assumption [6] that the time-integrated
e�ciency for positron source production per unit mass
star formation is the same everywhere in the Galaxy.

Given that the latest analyses [1, 11] reveal a separate
Galactic centre positron source, we can use the nuclear
SFH to derive a separate constraint on the delay time
of a putative universal e+ source from the inferred nu-
cleus to bulge positron luminosity ratio (N/B ' 1/20).
The nuclear positron source, <⇠ 2.5� in size, encompasses
the ‘nuclear bulge’. This distinct stellar population sur-
rounding the Galaxy’s supermassive black hole out to
radii of 200-400 pc, experiences ongoing star formation
(e.g., ref. [7]) unlike the larger scale Galactic bulge.

The blue and green bands in Fig. 3 show modelled, cur-
rent B/D and N/B normalized to the observationally-
inferred positron injection ratios as a function of the
positron source delay time tp. Given that both bands
show agreement of model and observation for tp ⇠ 3� 6
Gyr, a single type of positron source, arising in stellar
objects with this characteristic age and older, can ex-
plain the gross distribution of positron annihilation in
the Galaxy.
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FIG. 1: The star formation rates (SFRs) of the disk
and bulge adopted in this work and the resulting
SNIa and SN91bg rates plotted as function of lookback
time (measured backward from the present). The SFRs (solid
curves) are plotted in M� year�1; the SN rates (dotted
and dashed) are shown in century�1. The SFRs are con-
strained to integrate (once stellar mass loss is accounted for)
to the existing stellar masses of the various regions and to
match their stellar age distributions [6]. For stellar masses
we adopt [7]: a current total stellar mass of the Milky Way
of (5.2 ± 0.5) ⇥ 1010 M�, total mass in the bulge volume of
(1.6±0.2)⇥1010 M� and a stellar mass in the disc outside the
bulge volume of (3.7±0.5)⇥1010 M�. The star formation rate
in the bulge and disc both peaked 12-13 Gyr ago but, setting
aside the nuclear bulge, the bulge has experienced negligible
star formation since about 10 Gyr ago [36], whereas the disc
has continued to host star formation at a rate ⇠ 1 � 2M�
year�1 up until the present. Note that the disk SN91bg rate
is the only illustrated rate currently increasing with cosmic
time (the nuclear bulge SN91bg rate, not shown here, is also
currently increasing). The SN rates are calculated using the
formalism of delay time distributions (see caption to Fig. 2)
with t

p

= 0.3 Gyr and s = �1.0 for SNIa and t
p

= 5.4 Gyr
and s = �1.6 for SN91bg.

the distribution of annihilation radiation across the sky
broadly reflects the distribution of positron sources; and
ii) the current positron injection rate into the ISM is nu-
merically equal to the annihilation rate as inferred from
the annihilation radiation flux.

The positron injection energy constraint also dis-
favours many explanations for their origin involving dark
matter and others invoking compact positron sources
like pulsars (another compact source class, flaring mi-
croquasars, has recently been claimed [8] as capable of
sustaining the Galactic e

+ annihilation rate). However,
low injection energies are entirely compatible with a e
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origin in �

+ decay of radionuclides synthesised in stars
and/or stellar explosions [4, 10]. Important, positron-
producing decay chains (with their markedly di↵erent
total lifetimes shown in parentheses) are: 56Ni !56Co
!56Fe (⇠ 80 days), 44Ti !44Sc !44Ca (⇠60 years), and
26Al !26Mg (⇠717,000 years). An elegant, global solu-
tion to the positron problem would explain the origin of
the disc and bulge positrons with the same type of stel-
lar positron source. Because the bulge has hosted very
little star formation over the last several Gyr, it is clear
that any such universal, stellar positron source must be
connected to very old stars.

FIG. 2: Delay time distribution (DTD) curves for SNe
Ia and CO-WD He WD mergers (identified with SNe 91bg)
plotted as a function of time (increasing from the star for-
mation event towards the present); the DTD curves are ar-
bitrarily normalized. The DTD returns the rate of events of
type X at epoch t (measured since the Big Bang) when con-
volved with the previous star formation history (SFH) of a
region: R

X

[t] = ⌫
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0
DTD[t � t0] SFH[t0] dt0, where ⌫

X

is
the number of events of type X that result from every solar
mass of stars formed [6]. We adopt a DTD of the form [37]:

DTD[t] / (t/tp)
↵

(t/tp)↵�s+1
, where t
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is the characteristic ‘delay

time’ For the SNIa DTD, we set t
p

= 0.3 Gyr, s = �1.0,
and ↵ = 4 following ref. [37]. From fitting the BPS data
on the CO-WD He WD mergers (shown as the data points
with error bars given by ±

p
N) we find [6], t
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= 5.4+0.8
�0.6 Gyr,

s = �1.6+0.4
�0.5, and ↵ = 3.7+1.2

�1.0 (1� errors). The vertical
dashed lines are at 0.3 and 5.4 Gyr.

Knowing the star formation history (SFH) of the bulge
and the disk (Fig. 1), we may use the formalism of Delay
Time Distributions (DTDs; Fig. 2) to find the delay time
tp between star formation and the formation of a tran-
sient source that can reproduce the inferred [1] bulge to
disc positron luminosity ratio (B/D ' 2/3). We adopt
the parsimonious assumption [6] that the time-integrated
e�ciency for positron source production per unit mass
star formation is the same everywhere in the Galaxy.

Given that the latest analyses [1, 11] reveal a separate
Galactic centre positron source, we can use the nuclear
SFH to derive a separate constraint on the delay time
of a putative universal e+ source from the inferred nu-
cleus to bulge positron luminosity ratio (N/B ' 1/20).
The nuclear positron source, <⇠ 2.5� in size, encompasses
the ‘nuclear bulge’. This distinct stellar population sur-
rounding the Galaxy’s supermassive black hole out to
radii of 200-400 pc, experiences ongoing star formation
(e.g., ref. [7]) unlike the larger scale Galactic bulge.

The blue and green bands in Fig. 3 show modelled, cur-
rent B/D and N/B normalized to the observationally-
inferred positron injection ratios as a function of the
positron source delay time tp. Given that both bands
show agreement of model and observation for tp ⇠ 3� 6
Gyr, a single type of positron source, arising in stellar
objects with this characteristic age and older, can ex-
plain the gross distribution of positron annihilation in
the Galaxy.
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A Galactic 44Ti source that…
• …occurs every ≳300 years 

• …synthesises ≳0.03 M⦿ of 44Ti 

• …happens at a delay time of ~6 Gyr post star formation 

would 

• explain the absolute positron luminosity of the Galaxy 

• explain the 44Ca abundance in pre-solar material 

• explain the bulge to disk positron luminosity ratio 

• explain the nuclear bulge to bulge positron luminosity ratio



How old does a stellar positron source need to be?

6 Gyr
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What could such a source be?
• Relatively large 44Ti mass requires a HELIUM 

DETONATION; requires assembly large He mass 
at correct density (~106-107 g/cm3) 

• Mergers of low mass white dwarf binaries can 
achieve this 

• Specifically: CO-WD/He-WD mergers occur at 
~3-6 Gyr in our binary population synthesis 
model (StarTrack; Belczynski+); this is the 
time scale required by positron phenomenology



Closing in on a Galactic positron source 

1.4 – 2 
solar mass 
interacting 
binary 
system 

1 mass 
transfer 
event 

1 common 
envelope 
interaction 

COWD + 
pure 
0.31-0.37 
solar mass 
HeWD 

Merger at 
t~5.4 Gyr, 
system 
reaches 
quasi-HS 
equilibrium 

Helium 
detonates, 
triggering 
carbon ignition 

slide credit: Fiona Panther

COWD-HeWD merger leading to He detonation
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What are these events?
• Our answer: ‘SN1991bg-like’ supernovae 

• These are sub-luminous Type Ia (thermonuclear) 
supernovae that occur in old stellar populations 

• 30% of SNIa in elliptical galaxies 

• 15% of SNIa in all galaxies 

• Direct, spectroscopic evidence they synthesise Ti 

• Frequency seems to be increasing with cosmic time as 
required by our analysis



What are these events?
• Our answer: ‘SN1991bg-like’ supernovae 

• These are sub-luminous Type Ia (thermonuclear) 
supernovae that occur in old stellar populations 

• 30% of SNIa in elliptical galaxies 

• 15% of SNIa in all galaxies 

• Direct, spectroscopic evidence they synthesise Ti 

• Frequency seems to be increasing with cosmic time as 
required by our analysis

see arXiv:1607.03495v1 



Speculation: Connection to 
Galactic Centre Excess?

• The bulge positron annihilation signal emerges from the 
SAME REGION and implies the SAME ENERGETICS as 
the ‘GC Excess’ ~GeV 𝛾-ray signal…are they connected?

• Maybe:  

• the GC Excess spectrum resembles that from pulsars or 
millisecond pulsars 

• Binary WD systems can produce millisecond pulsars 
directly through ‘Accretion Induced Collapse’ of ONeMg 
WDs accreting from its companion



Summary
• The Galactic disk is a brighter positron source than previously 
reckoned; B/D positron luminosity ~ B/D stellar mass 

• The nucleus has now been detected as a separate positron source 

• Generically, this phenomenology can be explained with a positron 
source connected to old stars in the Galaxy 

• Our claim: a single type of transient event – SN1991bg-like 
supernovae – can supply the requisite number of positrons in the 
correct distribution to explain the origin of most Galactic antimatter 

• This scenario is multiply constrained, and also suffices to explain 
the anomalous abundance of 44Ca, the decay product of the 44Ti 
that births the Galactic positrons, in pre-solar grains



Exotic/Remarkable Non-Thermal 
Phenomena of the GC/Inner Galaxy:

• (Quasi) point-like GeV and TeV γ-ray source coincident with 
Sgr A* (= radio source coincident with SMBH)

• Extended (few degrees) GeV & TeV emission

• Non-Thermal Radio (and X-ray) Filaments

• 130 GeV ‘line’

• ~GeV γ-ray spectral bump ‘GC Excess’

• 511 keV positron annihilation line

• Non-thermal microwave ‘haze’

• Fermi Bubbles
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General Point

While the GC is a logical place to look 
for signs of dark matter, astrophysical 
uncertainties attached to it are large … it 
is a very different environment to the 
local disk


